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Sales Challenge "Together 2021"

Let's create more value together



Generate Sales Qualified Leads

Objectives

Fuel the pipeline 

Drive activity with a dedicated 

campaign (3 months)



Why 

participate in 

the challenge

Boost your revenue

Be supported by the leader in Unified 

Communications Management

Explore new ways to generate qualified leads



The Sales Qualified Lead (SQL) 

confirms a real need for UC&C 

provisioning and administration 

software and can also be, by the 

way, a prospective Kurmi

customer. 

In addition, this prospective Kurmi

customer must express a genuine 

willingness to attend a software 

solution demo within the Sales 

Challenge period. 

Sales Qualified Lead Definition



KAM + TAM identify a 

SQL compliant with 

Kurmi's criteria

1

How does it work for KAM & TAM

They go to a specific 

form to fill in the different 

fields required.

2

After validation by Kurmi, 

the partner will be notified 

for each point gained 

related to this SQL.

3 4

The number of points 

earned will vary according 

to a scale set by Kurmi.

5

1 month after the end of 

the challenge, points will 

be swapped with awards 

in a list communicated 

by Kurmi Channel 

Manager.



Sales Manager and 

Presales Manager 

registered and named in 

more than 2 SQL forms 

and approved by Kurmi. L.

1

The number of points 

earned will vary 

according to a scale set 

by Kurmi.

2

The points will be 

allocated per group of 

SQLs

3

A month after the end 

of the challenge 

period points will be 

redeemed against 

award in a list 

provided.

4

How does it work for Managers



Sales Qualified Lead Critera

Minimum potential of 1000 licences.

Unified communication system 
currently used by the company: Cisco, 
Microsoft, Avaya, Alcatel-Lucent.

Decision maker based in EMEA and 
APAC region.

1

2

3

Prospect company name/ Contact 
detail/ location filled in a SQL form.4

Problem to solve clearly defined by 
the partner.5

6
KAM and TAM Manager and Sales Manager 
clearly named and identified in SQL form.

7
Prospect confirmed a scheduled demo with 
Kurmi’s team within the challenge period.

8 Companies who are not existing customer 
of Kurmi before the Sales challenge.

9
Companies not engaged in discussion with 
KURMI before the Sales challenge.

10
SQL form submitted and validated within the 
Sales Challenge period and only by KURMI.



Qualified lead 
scale

SQL 1: 1000–5000 licenses/users

SQL 2: 5000–10,000 licenses/users

SQL 3: >10,000 licenses/users

SQL 4: SQL1 + quotation*

SQL 5: SQL2 + quotation*

SQL 6: SQL3 + quotation*

*Quotation definition: A quotation or a RFP has been requested by the 
same prospective Kurmi customer within the sales challenge period.



300 points

600 points

800 points

500 points

800 points

1000 points

SQL1

SQL2

SQL3

SQL4

SQL5

SQL6

Points scale for KAM & TAM

200 Bonus points 

for SQL + Quotation

Kurmi bottle for KAM & 

TAM registration



800 points

800 points

800 points

1000 points**

1000 points**

1000 points**

SQL1*

SQL2*

SQL3*

SQL4*

SQL5*

SQL6*

Points scale for Managers

*Named in minimum 3 SQLs within the sales challenge period. Points will be allocated per group of 3 SQLs 

200 Bonus points 

for SQL + Quotation

**Bonus points will be allocated if at least 1 SQL among 3 request a 

quotation

Kurmi bottle for managers 

registration



Airbnb gift car

Apple Airpod Max

"Together"

Reward List
Apple Airpod Max

Apple I watch Airbnb gift card

Gourmet Box Yoga App Kurmi branded gift



W

Sales Manager or Pre-
sales

must have a minimum of two direct 
reports within the period of the 
challenge participating and registered 
to the challenge named 
"Together”2021 

Eligility rules

Sales Manager and 
Pre-sales

must be named in more than 2 Sales 
Qualified Leads forms to claim any 
point 

Sales Manager and 
Pre-sales

must be registered to the challenge 
“Together”2021 before to submit a 
SQL to Kurmi

Approval

Each SQL should be submitted to 
Kurmi for approval to claim points 

Scale

Each  SQL should meet Kurmi’s criteria 
and approved by Kurmi to be qualified 
as  “Sales Qualified Lead

One team of Managers

Only one Sales Manager and Presales 
Manager can be named on Kurmi SQL 
form

One team of Sales

Only one Key Account Manager and 
Technical account Manager can be 
named in a Kurmi SQL form 

Unique SQL

Each SQL must contain different 

company names and contact names.



Thank you!


